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TORINO
FIUME TÀNARO
BARBARESCO
NEIVE
ALBA

TREISO

BARBARESCO

CUNEO

NEBBIOLO

100%

VINTAGE 2013
A somewhat rainy and cold season, even if better weather from September until the harvest allowed
for the gathering of well-defined fruit. In the wines, one finds a rather fruity aspect that is compatible
with the production area, more or less evidenced by the other impressions. For this reason, the final
aspect is often excessively rigid. In vintages such as this, the tannins are there, and as expected,
make themselves known.
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Barbaresco DOCG 2013
G A R D I N I N OT E S W I N E R A N K I N G
The targets are three: short (5-8 years), medium (10-15 years) and long (more than 15
years), which denote the aging potential of the wine.
SHORT (5-8 years)
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MEDIUM (10-15 years)

LONG (more than 15 years)

BARBARESCO

Barbaresco DOCG Fausoni 2013

“il fascino e la piace

Il Barbaresco Pajorè na
comune di Barbaresco, il
Langa. La vigna, di circa
quota altimetrica pressoch
s.l.m. degli ultimi filari ch
vigneto può avvalersi di
molto poveri.

SOTTIMANO

More flower than fruit on the nose, which later emerges with precision and
authenticity, in particular during the tasting phase. From mid-mouth and
beyond, along with cherry, arise clean sensations of strawberry and yellow
peach. The slightly savory finish reinforces the principle characteristic of
this wine: finesse. Flavorful tannins.

VIGNETO
Comune: Treiso
Crü: Pajorè
Superficie: Ha 3
Altitudine: 230 -300 m.
Esposizione: Sud
Composizione terreno:
Anno d’impianto: 1960Sistema d’allevamento:
Densità:4200 viti per ett
Produzione: 6000 kg/Ha
Varietà: Nebbiolo 100%

VINIFICAZIONE
Vendemmia: La raccolta
decade di ottobre (con pic
Fermentazione e Macer
senza oltrepassare i 30° C
Fermentazione Malolat
seguito la fermentazione m
Affinamento: viene con
Slavonia (30Hl) e poi in
successivamente in bottig
data della vendemmia.

Barbaresco DOCG Pajorè 2013
RIZZI

Dark and somewhat mysterious, a prelude to nightfall. A Barbaresco best
enjoyed in a tuxedo, whose dark side, rich with blackberry, plum, and
smoky impressions, takes off with a spicy march, on the taste. The finish,
long and never hasty, unites savory tannins with suggestions of healing
herbs.

VINO
BARBARESCO PAJORE’
una ampia e sensuale
componente floreale di vio
nitido con note evolutive
liquirizia. Il suo gusto è p
struttura tannica. E’ espr
femminilità e virile elegan

NOTE

Prima annata di BAR
produz
Abbinamenti gastronom
agnello, brasatiVIGNA
di manzo,
OVELLO

piatti arricchiti da tartufo
Temperatura di servizio
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Barbaresco DOCG Cottà 2013
SOTTIMANO

The elegance of the Neive, one of two birthplaces of this vineyard, give this
label a rather fine aspect, thanks to those suggestions that recall both red
flowers and fruit. Average juicy mouth, also with plentiful red fruit, to which
savory flashes that liven up the finish, are added. Carefully extracted acidic
tannins.

Barbaresco DOCG Ovello Vigna Loreto 2013
ALBINO ROCCA

The delicateness of blackberry with the acidity of sour cherry on the nose.
Present, are those balsamic and spicy notes in the aromas that recall
licorice root and star anise. A more rigorous without being excessive
mouth. The complexity will grow with time, potentially much of it, spent in
the bottle. Exuberant tannins
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Area di Produzio
Esposizione so
Altitudin
Vitigno: 1
Affinamento:
100%
Azienda vitivinicola RIZZI
Via Rizzi, 15 12050 Treiso
(CN)in
Tel. +39 0173 638161
Fax +39 0173 638935 tedesco e a
www.cantinarizzi.it

- cantinarizzi@cantinarizzi.it

Terreno: ca
con presenza di ven
Età del vi
Produzione an

Production ar
Exposu
Altitud
Grape variety: 1
Ageing: 100% in large
German and Au

Soil: Clay and
with pre
Ag

Annu
2,700
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WINE RANKING
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Barbaresco DOCG Rabajà 2013
GIUSEPPE CORTESE

The nose, flowery, unites earthy sensations of violet with almost balsamic
notes, which elicit the idea of the lavender flower. In the mouth, the fruity
part (cassis and blackberry) allow for a more horizontal dimension in the
wine, without bordering on roundness. Powdery tannins that are abundant
without taking over.

Barbaresco DOCG Coparossa 2013
BRUNO ROCCA

Label that combines the immediacy of the Treiso soils with the ascending
flavor of the grapes provident from the Neive vineyard. Initially the
mouth is succulent with nuances of dark fruits, both fresh and macerated,
accompanied by piquant spices and a round finish of pipe tobacco.
Flavorful tannins.

Barbaresco DOCG 2013
SOCRÉ

The earthiness of rhubarb on the nose is complemented by the sweetness
of strawberry and peach. The sip while re-proposing those sensations
noticed on the nose, changes register with respect to the fruit, which now
takes on the harshness of cassis or pomegranate. A bit of smoothness
returns on the finish thanks to a hint of star anise. Powdery tannins.

Barbaresco DOCG Valeirano 2013
LA SPINETTA

Grapes from the smallest cru of the winery situated in Treiso. Toasted and
slightly smoky notes, symptom of the use of barrels, the youth of this wine
is obviously sensed in this phase. However, the stony and elegant stamp
typical of the cru never fails. The resulting sip is always slender, but not
excessively so, even if it has a great persistence. Flavorful tannins.

Barbaresco DOCG Martinenga 2013

TENUTE CISA ASINARI DEI MARCHESI DE GRESY
Precise, even generous aromas with alternating nuances from the balsamic
and green typical of geranium to little red fruit. In the mouth, this second
aspect develops, playing between acidity and a slight sweetness until midsip. Not lacking, in particular on the finish, is a duet between the green
notes of healing herbs and a bit of earthiness that recalls violet. Savory
tannins.

Barbaresco DOCG Canova 2013
RESSIA

Very neat and clean fruity aromas with a good complexity, which in the
mouth ranges from raspberry to strawberry, until a note that recalls for
the most part, yellow fruit. Little by little the sip becomes more rigorous,
thanks to spicy notes of cloves, in addition to balsamic nuances of
eucalyptus and star anise. Acidic tannins.
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